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THE BG NEWS

Wednesday, November 5,1986

Bowling Green, Ohio

Voters give Celeste 4 more years
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Incumbent
Gov. Richard Celeste, capping the
most expensive and elaborate campaign in Ohio history, won re-election
Tuesday night in what shaped up as a
landslide over Republican James A.
Rhodes, his 77-year-old challenger.
Rhodes, a former four-term governor, with only about 45 percent of the
vote counted, conceded the election to
Celeste in a statement that thanked
Ohioans for their support over the
years.
Results from News Election Service,
with 6,070 of Ohio's 13,590 polling places
reporting, showed that Celeste built a
lead of 821,817 to 532,330, or 61 percent

Glenn Te-elected in landslide to Senate

to 39 percent.
Celeste, who will be 49 on Tuesday,
appeared before an enthusiastic group
of supporters in Cleveland where he all
but claimed victory in a statement in
which he proclaimed, "I'm in heaven."
In the race for the U.S. Senate, incumbent John Glenn easily defeated
challenger Thomas Kindness to win a
third term.
Glenn had a more commanding lead
in the Senate race. With 41 percent of
the vote counted, NES said Glenn had
789,062 votes, or 62 percent, to 480,213,
or 38 percent, for Kindness.

RHODES. 77, won a three-way ReCublican primary in May for the right
i seek a fifth, four-year term, unprecedented in Ohio politics. Kindness, 57,
gave up a U.S. House seat to challenge
Glenn.
Rhodes, who was at the Cleveland
Clinic where his wife is recovering
from surgery, conceded defeat shortly
after 9:45 p.m. His daughter, Sue
Moore, was at his side at the time.
"Over the years, no one has enjoyed
the support of the people of Ohio more
than Jim Rhodes and his family," he
said, reading from a prepared text.

"I've taken great pride in my honesty
and integrity in administering the affairs of this great state. This never
came home to me more than in the last
two weeks when people from all over
this state sent their prayers and best
wishes for Mrs. Rhodes.
Democratic incumbents also were
leading in the races for attorney general, auditor, secretary of state and
state treasurer.
In the race for attorney general, with
4 percent of the statewide vote counted,
Anthony Celebrezze led Barry Levey,
84,524 votes, or 58 percent, to 60,138

votes, or 42 percent; Thomas Ferguson
led Ben Rose in the auditor's race, 93,675 votes, or 64 percent, to 52,197 votes,
or 36 percent; Vince Campanella had
64,131 votes, or 43 percent, to 83,186, or
57 percent for Sherrod Brown in the
secretary of state's race; and Mary
Ellen Withrow had 63,136 votes, or 54
percent, to 53,998 votes, or 46 percent,
for Jeff Jacobs.
INCUMBENTS WERE leading in all
of the state's 21 congressional races,
where Democrats were trying to maintain an 11-10 edge.
In the race for chief justice of the
Ohio Supreme Court, Republican
Thomas Moyer was leading incumbent
Frank Celebrezze, a Democrat. With 5
D See Celeste, page 4.

Reps celebrate
early victories
Congressman Latta wins race
for 15th consecutive term
HAROLD BATESON. who
was elected auditor for his 5th
term, said it felt "very good" to
learn he was leading in the polls.
Although he is used to winning
terms as county auditor, Bateson said this year's win was the
largest margin ever. He was
also the first candidate to break
the 10,000 votes mark.
The only disappointed Republican at last night's celebration
was Milton Boxley, who lost the
race for Wood County commissioner to Al Perkins.
With 38 of the precincts reporting that Boxley was down by
about 2,000 votes, he said he was
not ready to concede.
Boxley said he ran against a
tough candidate in Perkins, a
former mayor, councilman and
second-term county commissioner.
Although Boxley said he had
expected to be down only about
1,200 votes at that point instead
of 2,000, he said he believed a lot
still depended upon voter turnout.
"If we get 30,000 voters, I
think I still have a chance to win
it," he said after 38 precincts
had reported.
Despite his hopeful attitude.
Boxley said he was not surprised
at voter patterns.
HE SAID he had taken three
surveys in the past eight to 10
weeks to determine how he was
doing in the race. The polling
revealed similar results to those
reported in last night's race.
I have never believed in polls
so much," he said."But now I'm
convinced that those polls are
accurate."

by Melissa McGllllvray
staff reporter

The atmosphere was one of
jubilation, but not surprise, as
Republican candidates gathered
for election night.
Republican candidates and
their supporters met in the Ice
Arena lounge to celebrate their
sweeping victories over the
Democrats in Wood County
races.
Republican Randall Gardner
defeated Democrat Joyce Kepke
in the race for State Representative, while Delbert Latta captured the race for congressman
for his 15th consecutive term.
Latta was not present at the Ice
Arena last night.
Republican Harold Bateson
also won another term as county
auditor, defeating Kevin Philo.
Like many supporters in the
Ice Arena, Audrey Reims, Wood
County Republican chairwoman, said she believed Gardner
would "definitely" win.
Gardner, who was greeted
with applause upon arrival at
the headquarters, remained
confident but cautious about
claiming his victory. He commented after the returns were in
from about 50 percent of the
precincts.
"At this point, I'm very
pleased," he said. "I really did
not expect this type of margin
because I ran against a very
strong candidate (Kepke).
"There really isn't one area of
the county where I'm not very
pleased," he said. "Everything
we've seen is beyond our expectations."

The vote's in

Texas laywer speaks on leadership
by Julie Fauble
reporter

The United States needs
strong leaders, and college is the
place to start learning to lead, a
Texas lawyer and former legislator said last night in the Grand
Ballroom.
"Leadership can be practiced,
and this is the place to start

Election Round-up
Wood County results only. (") denotes overall winner.

practicing," Sarah Weddington
said. "This is the most risk-free
environment you will ever
have."
Weddington spoke on "The
Power of You" to an audience of
100-150 people.
Weddington was selected one
of the ten outstanding women in
America in 1979, served three
terms in the Texas state legislature, was a chief assistant to
former President Jimmy Carter
and, at 26, was the youngest
woman to argue and win a case
in the U.S. Supreme Court.
Strong communication skills,
good human relations skills, the

ability to set goals and involvement in activities and programs
which can open up options later
are some of the keys to leadership, she said.
People should examine situations with a "critical eye,"
which means learning to see
what works and what doesn't,
she said.
She said people should also set
goals that are directed to creating more opportunities rather
than to specific achievements.
PEOPLE SHOULD ask themselves, ' 'what can I do today that
will give me more options tomorrow?" she said.

Weddington started finding
options with offices in student
organizations, such as secretary
of her law class, moving to the
state legislature, then to Washington D.C., was not so large a
step, she said.
It is impossible to predict how
the future will go, she said, and
when she started practicing law,
she never thought she would be
arguing Roe vs. Wade, the case
legalizing abortion, before the
Supreme Court a few years
later.
When she is asked now what
she will be doing in five years,
Q See Weddington, page 4.

Governor

" Richard Celeste (D) — 17.489

James Rhodes (R) — 12.813
U.S. Senate

f John Glenn (D) — 19,615

Tom Kindness (R) — 11,498
U.S. House of Representative*

Tom Murray (D) — 7.245

"Delbert Latta (R)- 17.780
Supreme Court Justice

Frank Celebrezze (D) — 13,237

County Dems win 1 of 3

Perkins retains commissioner position

"Thomas Moyer (R) — 16.492
Attorney General

•-Anthony Celebrezze (D) — 16,805

Barry Levey (R) - 13,517
Secretary of State

"Sherrod Brown (D) — 17.489

Vincent Campanella (R)
12.539
Jeff Jacobs (R) - 15.847

Treasurer
"Mary Ellen Withrow (D) — 14,088
Auditor
"Thomas Ferguson (D) — 19,310
Joyce Kepke (D)-11,930

BG News/Dave Klelmeyer

Wood County Democratic Party Chairman Allen Baldwin posts early election results as the Democrats watch the returns at the Bowling
Green American Legion Hall.

Ben Rose(R)— 10,983
State Representative - 3th District
"Randall Gardner (R) — 19,049
SUte Representative - 9th District

"Marcy Kaptur (D) - 4.985

Mike Shufeldt (R) - 1.339
Wood County Auditor

Kevin Philo (D) — 10.847

"Harold Bateson (R) — 19,610
Wood County Commissioner

"Alvln Perkins (D)- 18,297

Milton Boxley (R) — 11,812
Issues

A levy to increase the municipal Income tax rate from 1.5 percent to 2 percent.
Yes - 2,409: No - 3.250
A 0 2 mill, five-year county-wide levy for Wood County senior citizens.
Yes - 20.944; No — 10,278
A one-mill continuing county-wide levy for maintenance, construction and operation of the
Wood Lane program.
Yes - 20.027; No — 10,900
A 0.2-mlll , four-year county-wide tax for Improving and maintaining the Wood County Park
System.
Yes - 15348; No — 13.525

by Mizell Stewart HI
assistant managing editor

All the Wood County Democrats had to cheer
about last night was that most of the local races
were decided early - and that left plenty of time
for the tired campaigners to get a good night's
sleep.
Early results indicated that Republicans would
carry all local offices except for the post of Wood
County commissioner, which was won by incumbent Al Perkins over Republican Milton Boxley.
Democratic supporters held a relaxed gathering
at the American Legion Hall in Bowling Green
yesterday to watch the election returns.
Prior to receiving the first precinct reports,
spirits were high despite the fact that Wood
County has traditionally been a Republican
Ve're being cautiously optimistic," said Anne
Blaha, campaign coordinator for Joyce Kepke,
candidate for Ohio state representative.
But her optimism soon turned sour as returns
snowed Kepke trailing from the start. She was
finally defeated by Republican Randy Gardner.
A last-minute television ad blitz from the Kepke
campaign failed to increase voter awareness in
Northern Wood County. Efforts to overcome her
lack of recognition in these areas were apparently
unsuccessful and this did not help Kepke's
chances, Blaha said.
In the Wood County auditor's race, Republican
incumbent Harold Bateson retained his seat,

defeating challenger Kevin Philo.
Philo, 24, said his age may have played a part in
the election results.
"I ran against an incumbent who has become an
institution in this county," he said. "Youth is
definitely a factor, and a lot of people look at it
that way."
The challenger added that a lack of campaign
funds may have hurt the chances of county Democrats.
"We're a poor party," Philo said."My campaign lived on (5, $10, and $20 contributions.
"(The Wood County Republicans) did a direct
mail campaign, for example, and we just didn't
have the money to do that," he said.
Perkins said his victory was due to his past
performance in public office.
"I've played a big role in Bowling Green politics
for the past 15 years," he said. The former city
councilman and mayor of Bowling Green is beginning his second term as county commissioner.
He added that his support has come from both
Democrats and Republicans.
"My mother has always been Republican,"
Perkins said. "I took ber to the polls today and I
knew she didn't vote a straight ticket.
"I hope she voted for a few more Democrats this
time besides me," he said.
Despite the poor showing of local Democrats,
Wood County Party Chairman Al Baldwin was
confident that Democrats would carry most major
statewide offices-and the final results proved
him correct.

Editorial
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Credit where due
Commendations are in order regarding
Monday's unexpected liberation of David
Jacobsen, the American hospital administrator
held captive in Lebanon for the last 17 months.
It was, without a doubt, a joyous occasion for
Jacobsen's family and the rest of America when
the administration announced his release.
However, the White House should be careful not
to take more credit than it deserves in patting itself
on the back for the possible release of Thomas
Sutherland and Terry Anderson, two of six Americans still held captive in Lebanon.
The White House had previously stated that it
would not negotiate for the release of hostages if
that meant making concessions to terrorism, and it
appears that they have not. The administration
said it had secured the release of Jacobsen through
unofficial, covert contacts which could not be
revealed at the risk of losing the chance to free
other prisoners.
Terry Waite, the special envoy of the Archbishop
of Canterbury, apparently assisted the administration through frequent meetings with Islamic Jihad,
the Shiite Moslem militants who still hold Anderson
and Sutherland.
In a New York Times article released yesterday,
a power struggle in Iran was credited by Arab
diplomats in Lebanon to be a factor in the release of
Jacobsen and the future release of the remaining
captives. The diplomats stated that the recently
strengthened position of officials in Tehran who
favor unproved relations with the United States put
pressure on Islamic Jihad.
We agree with the administration's efforts to
secure the release of the hostages and encourage
them to continue to negotiate for the freedom of
those remaining captive in Lebanon.
But we hope the administration is not being
presumptuous in proclaiming itself the liberator of
Jacobsen and the probable liberator of Anderson
and Sutherland.
The White House can't afford to lose credibility in
dealing with such a sensitive matter.

Campaign '86 put him to sleep
Ballyhoo, slick ads and mud toss just weren't exciting to this observer
By Mlzell Sfwart III
The 1906 election campaign is
finally over. Following a lastminute flurry of slick television
ads from the major candidates,
the final totals are in. And the
overwhelming opinion of the
mid-term elections is:
Yawn.
It's not that the campaigns
themselves have been boring.
On the contrary, the statewide
races have been characterized
by the intense slinging of mud.
As if to set the tone for the
final days of the campaign, Governor Richard Celeste and challenger James Rhodes went back
and forth accusing each other of
lying about their conduct while
in office.
The televised debate last
weekend provided the two candidates with a new arena to soil.
Rhodes even went so far as to
offer a $2500 reward for information leading to the arrest of a
"homosexual" suspect in the
alleged rape of an 11-year-old
Columbus boy.
Of course, the former governor did this while accusing Celeste of being a militant
supporter of gay rights.
It is therefore fitting that Celeste emerged as the winner,
because for all intents and purposes, Rhodes should have
never won the Republican nomination for governor.
At 77 years of age, Rhodes is
hardly the man to lead Ohio into
the '90's. And judging by bis
behavior during the past two

weeks, more and more state
Republican leaders agreed.
In other races, there have
been a rash of ads ballyhooing
investigative reports from the
Cleveland Plain Dealer, which
in particular documented
sources of campaign funding for
Ohio Supreme Court Chief Justice Celebreeze and Jeff Jacobs,
Republican candidate for state
auditor.
Although Celebreeze's alleged
connections with organized
crime are well known, not many
realize that Jacobs took out over
$100,000 in bank loans to finance
his ttunpaign
Thankfully, he was defeated
by incumbent Democrat Mary
Ellen Withrow, because this was
the guy that wanted to administeryour tax dollars.
Thankfully, the Ohio electorate saw little confusion between Attorney General
Celebreeze and the embattled
chief justice. There were mounting fears that the attorney Celebreeze would suffer at the
hands of voters because of the
negative publicity surrounding
his cousin.

But the attorney won, and the
judge was sent packing.
By contrast, the statewide
congressional campaigns produced barely a murmur.
The outcome of the race between incumbent Senator John
Glenn and Republican opponent
Tom Kindness was never in
doubt. Although Kindness tried
to make Glenn's seemingly perpetual debt from his failed 1964
presidential campaign an issue,
the Senator simply relied on his
past record as the dominant
Issue in his bid for reelection.
Locally, there was also no
question as to the victor in the
5th District race for the U.S.
House of Representatives. Incumbent Republican Delbert
Latta of Bowling Green soundly
defeated upstart Tom Murray
and his campaign of new ideas;
ideas which apparently did not
appeal to the area's conservative voters.
And if nothing else, Democrat
Joyce Kepke was the most visible candidate in yesterday's
elections.
By blanketing on-campus and
local media with campaign ad-

vertising, at least students knew
who she was, if not necessarily
what office she was running for.
(For those of you still in the
dark, she ran for Ohio state
representative and was defeated
by Republican incumbent
Randy Gardner.)
If there was one contrast in
the local elections, however, it
seemed that the dominance of
Wood County Republicans manifested itself again in this year's
elections, and they obviously
had no problems in their fundraising efforts.
Kevin Philo, who lost to Harold Bateson in the County Auditor's race, summed it up best
when he said Wood County Democrats are a "poor party."
He really drove the point
home when he arrived at last
night's gathering with campaign
supporters toting two bags of
com chips.
The Republican election night
party was catered.
Stewart, a senior journalism
major from Bedford Heights, is
assistant managing editor of the
News.

Wind chime's utility
may be its redeemer
by Julie Fauble
At sometime Sunday morning or Saturday
night, some person or persons vandalized the wind
chime sculpture between Hayes and Prout halls.
Probably not a smart move since the penalty for
vandalism when more than $300 damage is done is
a minimum of six months in prison and a maximum fine of $2,500.
Besides which, vandalism tends to cause artists
trauma. Seeing the product of hard work and
creative energy beaten and abused is a painful
experience.
Also, vandalism is a big hassle and expense to
University officials and brings them one step
closer to ulcers and high blood pressure.
But still, the sculpture suffered from vandalism,
twice. So instead of getting uptight about it, why
doesn't the University make the best of the situation?
Obviously, at least two people, myself and the
vandal, are not thrilled about the sculpture as it
was intended, so why not let it be changed. I, with
the help of some friends, took the liberty of
dreaming up some alternate uses for the structure. For example, it could be:
• a jungle gym for the Center for Educational
Development if it had a little more bending. The
kids could be exposed to music (supposedly the
sculpture does chime), art and exercise all at
once.
• model for a new class -brass weaving 101.
• a trellis for flowering vines or grapes - perfect
for a class in wine-making.

• pole vaults for the track team.
• put over the fountains in front of the administration building to create a stream of water higher
than a 3-year-old.
• a giant whisk broom.
• giant toothpicks.
• a wigwam, if all the rods were bent down and
then covered with tarp.
• a public prison for all vandals, if the rods were
bent down and bolted to the cement.
• a model for punk hairdos.
• a giant bouquet, if they added a little paint and
some leaves.
• a quiver for arrows of the Jolly Green Giant.
• the antenna for WFAL, providing they ever
get a transmitter.
• a campus Christmas tree with some lights and
tinsel.
• a test for the next president of the University
just like King Arthur had to take.
I understand that these ideas may lack practicality; that they may be a few steps away from
reality. But they do suggest that there may be
alternatives to repairingthe wind chimes, which
may be wise since the structure dees little more
than set itself up for abuse.
I wonder at tne wisdom of paying to repair a
structure that, as far as I can near, doesn't make
the chiming sound its name suggests and can't be
protected without a barricadeTTn my uncultured
opinion the sculpture is ugly to begin with and the
addition of a barricade would only make matters
worse.
Fauble, is a junior journalism major from
Toledo and has no taste or appreciation of art

Letters
Wind chime vandals deserve punishment

University should take a hint from vandals

Bar doesn't support responsible drinker

As a hard working student at
this University, I am appalled at
the recent and useless destruction of the wind chimes in the
square between Hayes and
Prout Halls. Everyone knows or
will know what I am talking
about.
When I came to class Monday
morning at University Hall, my
heart just sank when I passed
and looked at the wind chimes.
About 7 or 8 of the chimes were
bent over, leaving the chimes
deformed. Why can't people
leave things alone and not de-

Earlier this year I noticed
workers building a beautiful
marble pedestal between Hayes
and Prout Halls. I thought "this
is nice, they're probably going to
erect a statue of the University's
first president or something of
that magnitude."
Weeks later it seemed that the
metal superstructure for the
statue was in place but to my
dismay I was informed that the
metal monstrosity was the
sculpture.
Actually it was a wind chime
which, incidentally, did not
work. Furthermore, I found out
that it bad been moved to this
location because it had been
vandalized elsewhere. I hoped
that the University hadn't spent
too much money for this.
Soon after the chime was in its
new, safer location it was vandalized. So, in the University's
infinite wisdom, they invested in
an alarm system to protect it
(Who ever heard of an alarm
system for outdoor art?)
Soon after this expenditure the
chime was vandalized even
more severly (I guess these kind
of alarms don't work after all.)
In an article appearing yesterday in The BG News, Bill Bess

was quoted as saying that the
vandalism was a shame because
of the sense of ownership many
students, faculty and staff express about University property
and that the vandals let their
pride slip.

I went up to one of our local
bars Monday night and I decided
to have a few beers. When I went
to get another drink, I held my
cash over the bar, and I had no
problem getting served when it
was my turn.

This bar is a vocal supporter
of the Designated Driver program and Never Again and
claims they want people driving
home sober. I feel their actions
on this night were totally against
what they say to the public.

I do not condone vandalism,
however I suggest that pride in
the Universityled to the destruction. It is obvious that this sculpture has been repeatedly
vandalized. Maybe the vandalism reflects that the sculpture is
not wanted by the students?

As the evening progressed, I
decided to stop drinking alcohol
because I was driving some of
my friends home. I wanted to
start drinking water so I went up
to the bar and waited my turn
until the bartender asked for my
order. I asked for a glass of
water.

Is it just cool for a bar to say
that they support Designated
Drivers and Never Again? Their
actions don't seem to indicate
this. Their profit motives appear
to override their concern for
social responsibility.
I didn't feel that my request
for a glass of water was that out
of the ordinary. In fact it probably would have taken less time
for the bartender to get the
water than a drink.

stroying things. This is just foolish destruction of something
that was beartiful.
Whoever the jerks were who
did this, I am willing to offer a
reward for information that will
lead to the prosecution of these
vandals. Anyone with information about this, leave it in my
campus box.
This is just plain ignorance on
the part of someone or some
group who can't appreciate art.
Gary E. Hafner
OCMB2107
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Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
TheBGNewi
Zll West Ball

Maybe some of us are embarrassed by the University's
prominent display of junk.
Maybe the University should
take the hint and instead of
spending more and more money
to protect the chime, they should
replace it with something more
suitable.
Michael S. Taitel
Graduate student, Psychology
Department

BLOOM COUNTY
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Then someone else came up to
the bar, and the bartender went
over to that person to take their
drink order. They served him
and went to the next customer,
totally ignoring me. Then the
bartender took care of several
other customers. I then got the
bartender's attention and asked
about my order. The reply was,
"I have paying customers to
take care of''

I stopped drinking and my
friends got home safe but with
no help from a bar that supports
a Designated Driver program
and Never Again.
Joe Font
O.C.M.B. 17K

by Berke Breathed
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New CISG committees
to address concerns
Applications for student-representative positions on the
U juergraduate Student Governn ent University Retention Committee, Public Safety Advisory
Board and the University Safety
Committee are due at 5 p.m.
today in the USG office, 405
Student Services.
The University Retention
Committee is a new committee
which will address the academic, financial and personal
factors affecting a student's decision to remain or leave the
University.
The Public Safety Advisory
Board will coordinate and oversee the operations as well as
handle complaints of Campus
Safety and Security with Bill
Bess, director of public safety.
The University Safety Committee will act as an advisory
board for enviromental health
and safety conditions on campus
and will be generating awareness on campus about them.
These committees are part of

the 27 Faculty Senate committees created in areas that have a
need for one, such as academic
affairs, said Peggy Wetzler,
USG University committee
coordinator.
Faculty Senate and the Board
of Trustees work with USG in
filling committee positions with
students, faculty members and
graduate students.
"THE PURPOSE of these
committees is to make sure the
undergraduate student voice is
heard in areas such as parking,
academic honesty and intercollegiate athletics/' Wetzler said.
"People don't realize that students have a voice in these
areas. They do through their
USG reps in these committees."
Some of the Faculty Senate
committees are the Intercollegiate Athletics Committee,
which discussed plans for the
Convocation Center; the Broadcasting Advisory Committee;
the Bookstore Advisory Committee and the Publications
Committee.
The Board of Trustees formed
the Public Safety Committee, an

Tougher rules may apply to academic deficiencies
by Beth Thomas
staff reporter

Applications for new rep positions due today
by Sunn McDonald
staff reporter

Probation policy posed

ad-hoc (temporary) committee
which formed into a permanent
one 10 years ago.
USG vice-president Jeff
Slater, who served on the financial aid and academic affairs
committees, said, "The University committees prove a means
for students to voice their opinion in actual University administrative decisions."
One to six students and four to
eight faculty members sit on
each committee. These auxiliary USG members have voting
power in their committees but
not voting power in the legislative body of USG, she said.
INTERESTED STUDENTS
are interviewed for committee
positions each academic year or
when new positions are created.
Representatives are responsible tor attending all of their
committee meetings and at least
one USG meeting per month.
They must also spend from one
to five hours per semester in the
USG office. Reports from each
committee meeting must also be
submitted.

Faculty Senate yesterday approved a recommendation for a policy change which would put
a student on probation if that student has not
removed academic deficiencies from his or her
high school record before completing 60 credit
hours at the University.
The senate affirmed the change in the University's Articulation Policy in the midst of complaints by senators that probation is a
'toothless tiger" that does not hurt or affect the
student in any way.
There is no penalty for being placed on
probation.
Students receive deficiencies because they
did not take sufficient college-preparatory
classes in high school. Deficiencies must be
made up before the student can graduate from
the University.
"In effect, they (Faculty Senate) are recommending that students should make up deficiencies within the 60-hour limit," Eloise Clark, vice
president for academic affairs, said.
Until the vote by Senate, the policy stated that
students who did not amend their deficiencies
within the 60-hour limit would be dismissed
from the University.
THE REVISION provides that students be
alerted that there is a deficiency that still needs
to be corrected, but does not call for dismissal.
"Students will be warned they are lacking
some requirements," she said.

She said eliminating deficiencies removes
gaps from a student's record, as students cannot graduate until all deficiencies are filled.
The policy is designed to encourage students
to remove their deficiencies before their Junior
year.
"It is clearly in the best interest of the student
to make up for the training they did not get in
high school," Clark said.
She said it is very important to remember the
rule only applies to students who graduated
from high school after April 15,1986.
Students with deficiencies at the time of
admission have their graduation requirements
raised by three credits for every two units of
deficiency. A unit is the same as an academic
year.
Entering students are expected to have taken
four units of English, three units of math, three
units of science with at least two of them lab
sciences, three units of social sciences, two
units of a foreign language, and one unit of
visual or performing arts, such as art, dance,
film, music or theater, in high school.
STUDENTS MUST successfully complete
courses in the areas of their deficiencies. These
courses may be used to satisfy general eduation
requirements.
Students pursuing two-year associates degree
are exempt from the deficiency requirements
unless they later decide to obtain a four-year
degree.

************************************
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• Downhill Ski Tern *
MANDATORY MEETING
• TONIGHT •
NOV. 5
9 p.m.
SRC (by the track)

Windham Hill Records Recording Artist

IN CONCERT

14 '1

L

Thursday, November 13
8 p.m., Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center
Tickets: '5.00 General Admission Seating
TICKETS ON SALE NOW AT THE KOBACKER BOX OFFICE
Presented by: UAO, GSS. WBGU-FM
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For members and anyone interested.

For more information call Scott, 372-3930.

This holiday season,
get the'» Stuff'
at the right price.
Now you can get the competilive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
Macintosh7" personal computer, and all the
write extras.
We call it the Macintosh 'Write Stuff"
bundle. You'll call it a great deal! Because
when you buy a Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle before January 9, 1987. you'll receive
a bundle of extras—and save $250.
Not only will you get your choice of a
Macintosh 512K Enhanced or a Macintosh
Plus, you'll also gel an Image Writer™ II
printer, the perfect solution for producing
near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete with graphs, charts, and
illustrations.
Plus, you'll get MacLightning,
the premier spelling checker containing an 80,000 word dictionary
with options for

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries.
Together with your favoriie Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time.
What's more, there's a Macintosh
Support Kit filled with valuable accessories
and computer care products from 3M.*
Complete with all the things you need to
keep your Macintosh running long after
you've graduated.
Let us show you how to get through
college better, faster, and smarter. Stop in
and see us for more information.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

University Bookstore
will be closed

Tuesday, November 11
in observance of

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*************************************

Veteran's Day

PARENTS
DAY!
Saturday -12:15 p.m. - Perry Field

BACK THE
SENIORS
IN THEIR
FINAL
HOME
GAME!!

Jhe ft fain C^vent in the oiaaeit and
best wee he net of the uear!
Computer Lab
Room 247 in the Technology Building
■qr>r GouJ ttilr Si&m Usl C rt» AffU Computer Mc Ifpk and He Afflt logo m ngutrrrd irtdrmarts o/Afplr Qm^nkr Mr
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An acting registrar has been
named to fill the office vacated
by former University Registrar
Clary Brewer, who left the University Friday to take a position
as director of institutional research at the University of Cincinnati.
Duane Whitmire, director of
records, is the acting Registrar
until a permanent replacement

Whitmire
to act as
Registrar

can be found.
Richard Eakin. vice president
of planning and budgeting, said
the search for Brewer's replacement will be nationwide and will
begin sometime in January.
Eakin said a committee will
be formed to receive names and
help in the screening of applicants. This committee will compile a list of three to five finalists

who will be invited to campus to
be interviewed.

1

*

1

He said the search will be
advertised in publications like
the Chronicle of Higher Education, and will be publicized at
national meetings.
Eakin said he hopes to have a
new registrar in office by July 1,
1987.

Celeste
G Continued from page 1.
percent of the statewide vote
counted, Moyer had 95,172 votes,
or 54 percent, to 61,338, or 46
percent, for Celebrezze. In the
other two Supreme Court races,
Republican Robert Holmes, the
incumbent, held a narrow lead
over Democrat Francis Sweeney; and Democrat Herbert
Brown had a slim lead over
Republican Joyce George.

Voters also were to select
members of the state Legislature. Democrats currently
control the Ohio House 59-40.
while Republicans prevail 18-15
in the state Senate.
Turnout was reported light to
moderate across most of the
state, with elections officials
blaming cloudy skies, drizzle
and temperatures in the 40s for
keeping voters away.

The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student

Cars burglarized
Two cars were burglarized
Monday, city police reported.
A Technics cassette stereo
was stolen from the dashboard
of a Pontiac Firebird parked
near the apartment building at
400 Napoleon Rd. The incident
was reported at 10:54 a.m. The
car was locked but there were no
signs of forced entry, although
the dashboard was damaged
when the stereo was removed,
police said.

D D D
A stereo was also stolen from a
Pontiac parked at 820 Eighth St.
between 6 p.m. Sunday and 11:42
a.m. Monday, when the incident
was reported to police. The car's
owner found a rear door window
broken, which police said was
done in order to unlock the door.
The steering column was heavily damaged when the burglar
tried to hotwire the ignition, and
the dash was heavily damaged
where the stereo was pried out.

SPECIAL ————
Any medium 13 In. One Item Plzzc. For

%
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plus TWO FREE 16 oz. btls. of
PEPSI with this coupon.
A $7.23 valu*.
Ask for it when ordering
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352-5166

OPEN
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FREE DELIVERY
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Students Against Multiple Sclerosis

FIRED UP TO BUST MS
BE A PART OF SOME EXCITING
ROCK-N-ROLL FUND RAISERS
Find out how
THURSDAY NOVEMBER 6 at 9:00pm
In Room 114, Education Bldg.
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Large 1 Item Pizza
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For 5.95

— delivered
Call 352-3551 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza Jf
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Sarah Weddlngton
D Continued from page 1.
she says she does not Know a
good response.
"I have never known the
answer to that question, and I
never will," she said. "I give
an answer, but I know I'm not
giving the final answer."
Human relations skills are
vital because many positions
are found through personal
relationships, she said. Posi-

* 1

New/vi*. Ho™*

tions are filled by people
asking, "Who do you know
who'd be good to do this?"
She got ner positions as as
head of the legal branch of of
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and as assistant inthe
White House because people
recommended her.
To be good leaders, people
also have to take risks and
change as opportunities
arise she said

STUDENT RECREA TION CENTER

■tfC YOUR P4R&A
WEEKEND

a

• «■
•;
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MUTONS ON MAIN
nssam
HAffY HOUIK DAILY

*
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I

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY
Thursday "The Alhtan"
Beginning at 9 p.m.

November 7, 8 & 9
$1 Guest Pass Available For
BGSU Students' Parents

MICK PAYNE
GEORGIA PEACH TRIO
KENNY REEVES
in.ue M .
104V4 S. Main

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY

ATTENTION SENIORS

Last session for this year is right now!!
Call 372-8086 now to schedule your appointment.
Don't be left out of the best senior section ever -the Class of 1987!

I
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News Briefs
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Hasenfus to plead 'mercy' if convicted

Dyslexia linked to chromosome defect

: MANAGUA, Nicaragua (AP)
- Eugene Hasenfus expects to be
convicted by the Nicaraguan
People's Tribunal trying him for
terrorism but hopes his plea for
mercy will lighten the sentence,
his lawyer said yesterday.
Hasenfus will make a "mitigating statement" and "has
thrown himself on the mercy of
the court," said Griffin Bell, the
former U.S. attorney-general
Who is assisting with the captured American mercenary^
defense.
"We hope the statement will
cause the Sandinistas, the Nicaraguan government, to be more
merciful," be told a news conference.
Hasenfus. 45, of Mafinette,
Wis., was the only survivor of a

PHILADELPHIA (AP)-A
form of dyslexia that may affect
one out of every 100 Americans
has been linked to an inherited
chromosome defect, researchers said yesterday.
Based on a study of 16 families
with a history of dyslexia, scientists concluded that one out of
three inherited cases of the
reading disorder is linked to a
defect on chromesome 15, one of
the 23 paired chromosomes that
carry human genes.
The finding, published in conjunction with the annual meeting in Philadelphia of the
American Society of Human Genetics, should allow better detection of afflicted individuals,
said Herbert Lubs of the University of Miami, one of the study's

C-12S cargo plane shot down Oct.
3 in southern Nicaragua while
ferrying supplies to U.S. backed rebels fighting the leftist government. The three other
crewmen were killed in the
crash, including the American
pilot and co-pilot.
Bell said he, chief Nicaraguan
defense attorney Enrique Sotelo
Borgen and other defenders
helped draft the statement for
Hasenfus, who also is charged
with conspiracy and violating
public security.
Yesterday morning, Hasenfus. Sotelo Borgen, the president
of the three-man People's Tribunal hearing the case and the
assistant prosecutor viewed a
videotape of an interview with
the American mercenary broad-

cast on the CBS television program "60 Minutes."
THE INTERVIEW was shown
in Managua with a Spanish
translation Oct. 19, the same day
it was broadcast It had been
taped the day before.
In the interview conducted by
correspondent Mike Wallace,
Hasenfus acknowledged being
recruited as a cargo handler to
help run supplies to the rebels.
He said he was not sure who
ran the rebel supply operation
based in El Salvador, but believed he was working for the
CIA.
Hasenfus provided no real evidence that the CIA or other U.S.
government agencies directed
the clandestine supply flights.

Envoy expecting news of hostages' release
WIESBADEN, West Germany
<AP| - Anglican Church envoy
Terry Waite said yesterday
"reasonably strong suggestions" have emerged that two
Americans will be the next hostages released in Lebanon. He
said he expected a message
from their captors within 24
hours.
Waite addressed a news conference in Wiesbaden near the
U.S. Air Force Hospital, where
newly freed American hostage
David Jacobsen was undergoing
medical examinations.
Waite. the emissary of the
Archbishop of Canterbury, was
asked if there had been indications that Associated Press correspondent Terry Anderson, 39,
and educator Thomas Sutherland, 55, would be the next

American hostages freed.
He replied, "Those have been
strong. Yes, I would say reasonably strong suggestions."
"At the moment, the two people specifically in my sights are
Terry Anderson and Thomas
Sutherland," Waite added.
' 'That is where our best contacts
lie at the moment."
He said he expected to hear
within 24 hours from his contacts whether he will be going
back to Beirut, the capital of
Lebanon, to negotiate the release of the Americans and
other Western hostages.
BOTH ANDERSON and Sutherland are being held by the
Islamic Jihad organization,
made up of pro-Iranian Shiite
Moslem extremists. Waite em-

authors.
"In a few years, we could
probably predict at birth which
child will nave dyslexia," Lubs
said in an interview.
Such children could then be
given special training to help
them cope with the disorder, in
which the brain seems unable to
correctly process series of letters or numbers. Although
dyslexics are of normal intelligence, they often fall behind in
school or are misdiagnosed as
learning impaired because of
trouble reading.
THE FINDING is also important because of the light it sheds
on the workings of the brain,
Lubs said.
"It enables you to show that

Shultz, Soviet minister to meet in Vienna

phasized that he was waiting for
a message from the group.
It was Islamic Jihad that held
Jacobsen hostage for more than
17 months. Jacobsen, 55, a hospital administrator from Huntington Beach, Calif., was freed
Sunday. Jacobsen; Anderson, a
native of Lorain, and Sutherland, of Fort Collins, Colo., acting dean of agriculture at
American University in Beirut,
were kidnapped separately in
Moslem west Beirut in 1985.
In other developments yesterday:
• Robert McFarlane, a special
envoy of President Reagan,
went to Tehran to try to improve
U.S.-Iranian relations but was
arrested, confined five days and
expelled, Speaker Hasheimi
Rafsanjani said yesterday.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Secretary of State George Shultz
headed for Vienna yesterday
with a team of U.S. arms control
specialists to test Soviet attitudes on nuclear weapons cuts,
human rights and terrorism after the Iceland summit.

morrow is a 35-nation review of
the 1975 Helsinki agreement. Its
promise of a freer exchange of
people and ideas across the icy
East-West divide will serve as a
backdrop for an expected U.S.
appeal to the Soviets to improve
conditions in their country.

U.S. officials steered clear of
predicting how Soviet Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze
would respond to Shultz'
agenda. But they said Shultz
was prepared to set up negotiating committees to tackle the
details of the latest MS. proposals, which include a 50 percent
reduction in long-range nuclear
missiles by 1991.
The setting for the Shultz-Shevardnadze talks today and to

On terrorism, Shultz is hoping
for support in a mounting campaign against Syria, with which
the Soviets have strong military
ties. Shultz accused Syria in a
speech Monday night in Philadelphia of direct involvement in
a thwarted plot to blow up an
Israeli jetliner at a London air-

Phi Eta Sigma Update

'4.00

— in-house only —

'n'

GOOD TODAY ONLY

Greenery
BRING IN THIS
AD & RECEIVE
$.25 OFF

RSVP now and you can still attend

IT IS not clear how much
influence the Soviets have on
President Hafez Assad's government, or whether they intend to
use it. Publicly, the Soviets have
condemned acts of terrorism
and have sometimes been targets.

Large 1 Item Pizza

81

Bowl

port last April.
L. Paul Bremer, the new head
of the counter-terrorism office
at the State Department, is accompanying Shultz. Last week
Bremer met with officials in
Britain, Spain, France, West
Germany, Italy and Canada in
their capitals.

MARK'S
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Annual Fall Banquet
and Elections:
Sunday, Nov. 9 4:00 p.m.
Grand Ballroom

one gene is affecting a specific
brain function and its development," he said.
Lubs said he believes that
most dyslexia is inherited, although researchers do not know
thatfor certain.
Among Americans who suffered from dyslexia were President Woodrow Wilson and Vice
President Nelson Rockefeller.
Dr. Albert Galaburda, a neurologist at the Harvard Medical
School who studies dyslexia,
Xed that most dyslexia is
rited. But he said it is wrong
to assume that there is a specific
gene that causes dyslexia.
"It may be there is a gene to
make a brain vulnerable and let
it show dyslexia under certain
circumstances," he said.

All You Can Eat
$4.25

Good Fix Evening Meal Only

ALL YOG
CAN EAT . . .
EVERY DAY!

4-8pm Daily
University Union
Coupons Accepted

- Soup n' Salad Bar

Semesterly Happy Hours!
Saturday, Nov. 15 4:00 p.m.
j x Uptown
/ Hope to see you there!

WHAT CAN
WE SAY?
Invaluable

k

X5reat'

Dependable
Sincere'
'Helpful"
w

Excellent

//

'"Courteous //

3 Homemade Soups Daily
-one cream soup
Build a Salad
choose from 14 fresh toppings
16 different salads and salad garnishes
-7 Dressings & vegetable dip, including low cal dressing
— Baked Potato with sour cream

►
i

5
I

— Choice of Beverage

www * Restaurant—Rated By The BG News
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Expires 11/30/86
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8. Main
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210 N. MAIN 419-352-9951
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TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS
THE AREAS FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
VOTED BEST BAR IN BG.
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT
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WOOD COUNTY AUTO CLUB
414 E. WOOSTER
Phone 354-2511
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Taco Night
Fried Chicken
Lake Perch
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Sports
Bench propels Falcons to 19th win

BG News/November S, UN •

ished with two kills in two attempts, while Reid notched a
kill, two service aces and a block
assist at her middle-blocker position.
Freshman Sheri Fella said the
difficult role of coming off the
pines has been much easier because of the Falcons' improved
team cohesion.

by Tom Skemivt tz
assistant sports editor

In a match that will be remembered for tomorrows to
come. Bowling Green's stars of
tomorrow shined brightest.
BG's volleyball team, with the
help of all six substitutes,
eclipsed the school record for
wins with a three-game sweep of
the University of Akron, last
night in Anderson Arena.

"Since we are so close and
share so much, there is no nervousness," Fella said. "If no one
else plays but the starting six, it
still feels like a team win."
Van De Walle's decision to
replace her starters was made
much simpler considering the
Zips' play throughout the match
and an injury to BG's Jo Lynn
Williamson.
Akron scored on only 23 of 74
attacks with 11 errors, giving
them a dismal .162 hitting percentage. They also committed
six service errors, two receiving
errors and two block errors.
"They (Akron) looked like a
very young and inexperienced
team/' Van De Walle said.
"They had a few good athletes,
but their court sense wasn't one
of their strengths."

The 15-11, 1«, 15-2 match
victory over the Zips catapulted
the Falcons' record to 19-7,
breaking the former mark of 18
wins set in 1977 and 1978.
After sticking with her starting six throughout most of the
matches this season, BG coach
Denise Van De Walle was more
than ecstatic after seeing her
relievers play a major role in
the celebrated conquest.
"This match was exciting for
two reasons," the fourth-year
mentor said. "First, we did set
the school record and, second,
every person played, which was
my goal for this special occasion.

BG News/Alex Horvath
Bowling Green senior Lisa Beratdinelli follows through on one of her 10 digs against Akron as teammate Lynne Nibert looks on. The Falcons, now
19 7, broke the school record for wins with an impressive 15-11. 15-5, 15-2 victory over the Zips, last night in Anderson Arena.

(/^iS Student Recreation Center #

Because Jesus still changes lives...

, WEIGHT ROOM AWARENESS ]

AT ONE point in the third
game, the Falcons placed five
subs on the court along with the
team's only setter, freshman
Linda Popovich. That meant a
combined total of only eight
collegiate years of experience
between the six.
"I wasn't concerned at all,"
Van De Walle said. "We were in
control of every given situation
with the players we had in the
game. Player for plaver, we
were more disciplined and a
highly-skilled, better team."
Sophomores Jane Plantz and
Susie Reid led the bench-brigade
against the 10-15 Zips.
Plantz, an outside hitter, fin-

:•

Monday through Thursday, 7-9pm SRC

WILLIAMSON ADDED to the
fire after going down with a
sprained left ankle at the finish
of the second game.
After tipping the game-point
past several Zips, the junior
landed on teammate Reid's foot
on the way down. Williamson
continued to play in the final
game, but had to be taken out as
the condition worsened.
BG's Alaine Emens, Kelley
Ellett and Lisa Berardinelli led
the match with eight kills each.
UA's Lisa Arvav finished with
a match-high 13 digs with fellow
Zip Patty Dormer right behind
with 11 digs.

AUDITIONS

L
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-ACTORS-SINGERS—DANCERS-

Come and learn more about
Nautilus and Universal weightlifting!
For information about group tours
contact Tamra Summers at 372-2711

Fellowship of
Christian Students
Welcomes Everyone to come and find out more.
TONIGHT 7:00 p.m., Alumni Room, Student Union

for

* SCENES FROM ORIGINAL PLAYS
(PLAYWRITING CLASS 443/679)

5.1
6-8:00 PM
402 UNIVERSITY HALL
'PERFORMANCE DATE: WED. DEC. 10th

FRESHAAEN/EVERYONE WELCOME
(NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY)

A101
Freshman Orientation

INFORMATION CALL: THEMTEH OFFICE

Nothing could have prepared me
for the first few moments with my
roommate."Anique"— nothing more,
just'Anique"—was her name. Change
the "A" to a"U"and you've got a
description.
When they asked what type of
roommate I wanted, I didn't know that
I needed to be more specific than nonsmoker. I could swear I saw a picture
of Anique on a postcard I got from
London. Within five minutes, I foundj
out that she was an Art History student, into the Psychedelic Furs, and
totally, totally against the domestication of animals.
I was just about ready to put in i
for a room transfer when she
reached into her leather
backpack, pulled out a
can of Suisse Mocha and
offered me a cup. Okay, I
decided I'd keep an open mind.
As we sipped our cups, I
found out that Anique and I share
the same fondness for Cary Grant |.
movies, the same disdain for wine
coolers, and the same ex-boyfriend.
That gave us plenty to talk about.

3722222
N. M SCOT, EnOTflimiT
1717122
Improve Your
Income Potential &
Career Opportunities.

Get an MBA.

If you are about to graduate from college or have already, you can
greatly increase your employability and income potential by
obtaining an MBA from Ohio State. Our full-time two-year MBA
program is designed to provide professional management
education. It is one of the top 25 programs in the country and has
many unique features, including:
• no prerequisite course work
• open to students with nonbusiness backgrounds
• specializations in just one or two management fields through elective course work
• an integrated curriculum that will give you a solid foundation in
management tools and concepts
• a high level of student and faculty-student interaction
• a curriculum accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business.
We offer a full range of career-counseling and placement services.
Recent graduates have found positions with recognized leaders—these include:
Strategic product planner, Pontiac Motors
Marketing research analyst. General Mills, Inc.
Management consultant, Arthur Andersen k Co.
Financial analyst, Hewlett-Packard Company
Commercial lender, National Bank of Detroit
Management systems analyst, Procter & Gamble
Assistant product manager, Oscar Mayer Foods Corporation
Distribution analyst, Clorox Company
Export control analyst, IBM Corporation
Find out more—call or write for our free brochure

General Foods* International Coffees.
Share the feeling.

1B&

Director, MBA Programs
The Ohio State University
U2HagertyHalI
1775 College Road
Columbus. OH 43210-1399
(614) 292-8511

The Ohio State University
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Golfers upset PSCI
Broadbent's putting also sparkled Monday. The junior, after
an S3 Sunday, finished with a par
round of 73, which included
three birdies, to oust Penn
State's Vickl Krick by one stroke
for the title.
Sandy Ensminger placed third
in the tourney with a 158 (81-77),
a stroke from second. Ingrid
Lundblad notched fifth place
finishing with a 158 (80-78), followed by Jenny Hjalmqulst's 167
(8245) and Gloria Holmes' 178
(87-81).
After not playing in the Lady
Boiler Invitational because of a
should injury, Lundblad was
able to recover to play well in
Pennyslvania.
"It (shoulder) was kind of
sore the first day because it
rained and was cold," the freshman from Painesville said. "But
Monday it was fine and it didn't
bother me at all.
"It was really exciting to
win," Lundbald continued.
"Penn State has a very good
women's golf team."
BG led the 18-hole shortened
tourney (because of rain, the
tourney was reduced from 54 to
36 holes) after the first day by
two strokes over Penn State, 324326.
HOWEVER, THE Nittany Lions came back and took a threestroke advantage after the first
nine holes of play Monday. BG
countered with a strong final
nine, shooting a team total of
only four over par to win the
tourney by 10 strokes.
"I had no clue until the end

.by Dennis Cisco
sports reporter

■

The Bowling Green women's
golf team has had the title of
bridesmaid for most of this season as it has posted two secondplace finishes in four tournaments.
However, last weekend at
State College, Pa., the Falcons
shrugged oft the runner-up role
and finally became the bride.
BG captured the Lady Lion
Invitational Monday by shooting
a 640 (328-314) besting secondplace Penn State by 10 strokes in
the 36-hole, two-day tourney.
The host Nittany Lions carded
a 650 (328-322), foUowed by
Michigan with a 674 and the
Penn State white team with a
681.
"I don't know that the women's golf team has ever won a
golf tournament," an elated BG
coach Greg Nye said. "We upset
Penn State, which is probably
the finest team in the Northeast.
And we did it on their own turf."
. Not only did the Lady Falcons
claim the championship, but
BG's Laura Broadbent was the
tourney's medalist with a 10over par 156 on the par 73
.course. For the Warren, Ohio
native, it was her second
straight meet victory. Broadbent won the Lady Boilermaker
Invitational two weekends ago.
"I WAS really happy with the
way I played." she said. "I had
two bad breaks on Sunday, but I
ironed them out on the driving
range Monday."

(about trailing at the 27-hole
point)," Broadbent said. "I
don't think any of us did and it
was probably
better that we
didn't know.,T
Nye put the amazing score in
perspective.
"You are looking at a golf
team who averages 82, which is
41 per nine. That s five over per
girl and we normally shoot
about 22 over per for nine
boles," he said. '*We only shot
four over and that's a bis jump.
I'm sure it shook Penn State.
"They probably thought if
they played their normal game,
ana they did, they would win.
But they didn't," he continued.
"It was an outstanding effort by
the whole team and I'm proud of
them."
The victory in the Lady Lion
tourney marks the end of the fall
Bolf season for the Falcons,
lowever, the win represents a
lot more than simply the end to
the season.
!'I HAVE to give a lot of credit
to our seniors (Ensminger,
Hjalmquist and Allsion Andrews), because they have been
through some losing seasons,
and now they have won," Broadbent said. "It was a good finish
for the team and a nice end to
the season."

830 S.
MAIN ST.

1044 N.
MAIN ST.

Dally 8am to
midnight

Daily 8am to
midnight

Sun. 9am to 9pm

Sun. 9am to 9pm

MICHAEL HARRINGTON
AMERICA'S
FOREMOST
DEMOCRATIC
SOCIALIST
"We have to go
beyond the New Deal
in order to fight
Reagan's Raw Deal."

THURS.
NOV. 6
8 PM,
121 WEST HALL
"OBSERVATIONS ON TODAY'S POLITICAL CLIMATE WITH SUGGESTIONS FOR THE FUTURE"

SPONSORED BY THE GRADUATE STUDENT SENATE, tSfllS?. ©rod- College, Campus Democrats,
Peace Coalition, College of Arts 4 Sciences, Women for Women, Social Justice Committee, and
Oept. o( Sociology.
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WORTH

GOLD

m
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• REG ft DIET COKE

m

• CAFFEINE FREE COKE
Rag. ft Diet

m

• CHERRY COKE
Reg. ft Diet

• MINUTE MAID
LEMON-LIME
Reg. ft Diet

• CLASSIC COKE

• SPRITE

II

II
■m

• MINUTE MAID ORANGE
Reg. ft Diet

>i
x*:

$35 OFF OR
A FREE $50 NECKLACE
WHEN YOU BUY 14K GOLD
Reward yourself wilh a I4K gold AriCarvcd ring, and we'll take S3S off
its price or give you a $50 necklace, free.
Our Representative is on campus with distinguished traditional
and contemporary styles- each backed by a Full Lifetime Warranty.

/IRTQiRVED
^s CLASS RINGS

1W p.m.

University Bookstore. Student Services Building
-HMT

"PTACT"
• WM ArtCanrtd Cw ftnoa

Price effective thru Sunday, November 9, 1986.
Quantity rights reserved.

Classifieds
F rtssaas al the Deaf Cemm.nR,
Maaang lonlghl BOOpm
2nd Floor lounga Prout Hal
t—1 apsssar lake tarry

CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS
-ATTtNTION ID MAJORS'
Has Student Cound lor toarreng IMIWi wl
be meeting on ThurerJey W.IHN E auction
BUg Room 366 al 7.00 pm Everyone »
welcome to attend'
«—Hi CMCmi Aaeoc praaenta
Square on loc HUM A uari (■ on M
Nov 16 tram 80O-1 00 at to Wood County
Fairground Fix more rilo cal 3649902
ATTENTION «A I
Arrtv. M

AlHnBon al MARKETMQ. IPCO RTVF. aid
DESIGN iresora Thera wl be an inlormsl - trrformaaonal Adverting Club masting Wad . Nov 6
at 7:30pm M ina Ohio Sulla-3rd door ol the Studant Union.
Aneauoa Education atotors
OSEA meeting. 116 Education
Thursday Nov. a. al 7:30
Topic PaacaCorpa
BG Nawa maaang tor vrjejnts*r8--ermera and
pnotooraphara--avary Sunday. S pm . 210
Waal Ha. For turlhar information caH

ira-MM
CHINESE CLUB
ThunMay. Nov 6 1986
Sads Show PraaantaHon
Iniafnabonal Lounge
4 th Floor South He*
7:30 PM
ALL WELCOME

atGHAEL rtANMOTON. author 5 The Omar
Amanca and Taking smaa. apaalung on "ObssrvaDona on Today! Poetical Caste with Suggeanone tor the Future' Thure Nov 6 at 6PM in
121 Waal Hal Free and open lo ma pubac
Sponeorad by ma graduate Stuoant Senate
Naad asm aajrfe experience in your waster
narnarapa ere a eSahU tor ell eaalsraC
tnro*ifawi >■■• WBIBWMOJIOO C#m*>» rnlsrnkntp
. kslomaslloii eeoaton today, at 3:30
ass, 131 Aosakv Mdo, mM 172-4202.

555

Friday. Nov 7 0-11am
AaeemDry Room. McFel Center
MICHAEL HARRINGTON
"Making One s voice Haard In a Conversation
Ere Free and opan to ma pubac
Sponeorad by the Graduate Student Senate
SENIORS
r YOU PLAN TO PARTICIPATE IN DECEMBER
20. 1966 COMMENCEMENT CEREMONIES.
YOUR CAP AND GOWN ORDER MUST BE
PLACED BY NOVEMBER 16. 1988 PLEASE
PLACE YOUR ORDER AT THE ART COUNTER
M THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE OR BY
PHC*«NG 372-2861 IF YOUR ORDER IS
PHONED IN PLEASE KNOW YOUR CAP SIZE
STUDY IN FRANCE • LEARN M ENGLISH
EARN 8 CREDIT HOURS
Irttormaaon MaaOng with Pro! David JReed
trom Franc* Wad. Nov 5. 9:00 PM2nd Floor
Union • The Faculty Lounga

00 YOU DREAM Of START**©. YOUR OWN
BUSINESS? Entrepreneurshio UntmMd can
halp you maka that draam • realty Wadnaaday
Nov 5 at 7 30 pm 200 Moaalay coma haar
David Swanaon BQSU Sociology Dapt ipaali
on me ueee. aourcaa. and methode ol appiad
damooraprvca 'or raachlng your buelneea
goals Everyone welcome
Don'l lorgat lo Dong IrJeaa lor a loco tonight.
ElG nvsmbsre Envlronmantal Intaraal Group
rrawti al 7 30 Mnght In 127 Hayaa Hal Al ara
welcome
Downhill Shi Team mandatory meeting
TOteXJHT, Nov 5. Bom. SRC-by ma track.
Scotl 372-3930

The SOSU Psychology Dapt T.A.RP.S.
praaanta A caaDquun with Dr Herbert Kaufman, Department of Psychology. Unlvaraty of
Connecticut "Human Fsctors Peycholog.:
Peradhjat In Metatneory" Thursday Nov 6.
3:30pm In Room 112. Ufa Sdancaa Btdg Admission ia free and opan to the pubic
Would you Uke to attend one of over M ootlegee throughout the U.S.?You can do It Find
out more about Natkxval Student Exchange Today - 12 30 pm. 231 Admm Btdg

LOST A FOUND
10»T WHTfl KITTEN
h grey apota on back and noaa. gray eora
I tal 3 month, old Lost near Field Manor
Apia Reward Can 3S3450I

BG News/November 5,19M 8

Lost: BQSU maroon was.! conlenta 2 106.
bank cant and others * bund ptosee oil
r 372-3981

RIDES
RsD* NBEOED TO CICVELANOI
ICaaa Waalam or vcaatyi Weekend of No*. 7
Wl KID wan gss SS Can leave anyome efts. 4
p m on Thuraday Cal Becky, 171-423*.

SERVICES OFFERED
I* light hauling.
I71-43N. Ful apactrum eMacaping Done
Shrubs ptanted-treee removed.
Pregnant? Conoama? Free pragnancy teat, objective ritormetlon By appointment or wait-In.
Cal now 364-HOPE

PERSONALS
LAMBDA CW
The llaSnaies.ii party waa a real tnaatl Thanka
tor ■ fun night - the Alone Dan
•••CfNOYWllHITf""
Thanka tor putting up with mat Wal work things
out together Love Bath
PSGirtaof Aahary isthlgheSorry about everything Pleaae forgive mo! You
guys any Say gnssssalt
•SELLING AND SALES MGMT CLUBTUMBLERS ARE IN1 Bring SS to Wadnaaday'a
meeting lo cover the) year's social activities For
more Into, cal Brad or Eric
•SELLING > SALES MGMT CLUB*
Ojb meeting and social Wad . Nov. 6 In tna
Aeeembly Room. McFsl Cantor F-cturaa wal
Da taken tor tna Kay and there ■ a aodal kmmarJatary tosowlng at Mark's Sea you there'
•U»0 HAPPY HOURS'
Al USG members and committee membeca
rarnambar Happy Hours from 6-8 at Rocky
Roccoco'a Frt Nov 7
T ARC 16,700 STUDENTS WRONG ?
I STUOCHT LEGAL MWWCM I
ADOPTION We are a happily married proles
slonel couple wtrh strong remHy values and kxvj
ng to adopt a nawbom Lots of leva, beautiful
home, and bright future guaranteed Expenao
covered Ptoasa cal cosset. Chne 6 Paul
213-927-8997

BLACK MARKET a opan
Waage clothing new and used records, over
coats. I saHll. shirts, suits, skirts, ale. MonSal 12-7. 188 12 S Main jupataksl

Matos - went to pay the Dating Game? 3 attractrve. tun loving women have bat. naad man Col
364-07041

O«SJSTIANS
There we many other students on campus who
•rare in your love for Jeeue Chrtat and larm n
Qod's Word Pleaae don t go wimout lelowarw)
wondering how to meat them The Feaowahlo ol
Chrlaaan Students FCS • a iw-c»rvom™elonal
campus utnssoh dacsostod to Ctststsm growth
»Ha meet tontght 7:00pm Alumni Room. 8tudanl Union PLEASE FEEL WELCOME.

CIWWTIAm CI—TlAlaS assJSTUNS
who ahara at your love tor Jaoue ChrW and
BSWI to God', word. Pleaae don't go without
linmahlp wondering how to meal thenv The
raSaasWu al Christian Students (FCS) Is s
non-danomlnallonsl campus oulhsseh
daoKaiad to Chrletlen growth, we meat
TONKJHT. 7:00 pm., Alumni Room, Sluoam
Union. Ptaaaa Fawl Watoensa.
Christopher Jcos
Hay Outlaw thanka for a fantastic tna Hatoween right. I've raconakjsrsd and tor you It wl
only bo $300 So atari savng your panrvM.Lova. Jantoa
PS Thanka tor shaving
CCINGHATULAnONS ON BEING INITIATED INTO ORDER OF OMEQASuala Beioie
Cethy Drake
Kandra Graanwak)
Kathia Raajk)
Tammy Slack
Llee Wtvtaker
Way to go Alpha Chi Omega"1
CONGRATULATIONS
MATT VILIANEUVE KASfA SWMA 1ROTHCT OF THE WEEK I
Create a Chrtermee gift or some faattva hrjlday
wear Maka a centerpiece from vkitaoe name
Rhlneetonee, furs, sequins new items out awry
Thrtl Shop. 631 S Cnssle. Rd . Hossnd, OH
43628
Monday-Saturday. B 30-4 30
Deer PINS
As s good judge of character. I feel we are
deemed to be oneleh? My Loss Forever Aden.

Alpha Dais: Retreat
IH Coming!

OBanedetto's Suo-Me-QuKk
wl be taking orders tor
4tt. party subs until
5pm Friday night
Cal now tor Parents Weekend
352-4663

Tuesday, November 11

Attention Mortar Board!
Fun sjad meeting Nov 6 at 9 p.m. in our usual
place Ajsrelmtred

in observance of

ATTENTION LADIES OF BQSU.
Erotic rianaaflnna are B.Q.'a newest tantaay
turfsers Select your lantasy and 1st us take
cam of the reel Free fantaalaa to the first 89
caters. For more into cal >erry Forgatte, Sean
', or Sake Hovsnlc at 383-2839

Veteran's Day

LOST WHTTl KITTEN
With gray spots on back and noaa. gray ears
and tal. 3 months ok), bat near Flak) Manor
Apt. RTWAAO CALL ISJ-SSOS

Al UAAara who helped on Alumni Faculty Weak
Thank you for making it such a success You're
el torrtnc! From the Alumni Relatione Commit-

I'm so gtod you're my Big!" Ws'rs going toheva
a great year logeltvjr'"Liea

Do you Uke to decorate your room with street
ebjaia Manny taken from the streets? Having
a street sign or taking one a agelnst me law rl
can bo punishable by up to S1000 Una and-or
six months in Hw
Earn SSS Stuffing Envelopes???
Contact the Student Consumer Union Isnsllt

Mom | Dad BQSU 111 stslwtt
i aasLH al Jaana N Things
631 Rklgs

1 Male to sublsess apertment Spring '87. Own
bedroom, doae to camoue Cal 363-4725
1 male to suClteai apadoua aartment tor Spr
rig Semeeter Cloae to campus Cheap Cal
Law 36*0717
2 Fsmasss needed to lublaeai tor spring
Rant $240 each tor the araM
a. plus UBSBSS Cal 363-0484 tor more
asssssssW.
2 matoa needed to eutHet 2 bedroom apt. tor
2nd semeeter
Great place, big rooms.
362-1160 Only S100 a month
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. LOCATED ON 4TH STREET
S620-SEMESTER CALL WANN LYNN AT
362-0783
Female roommate wanted 2 bedroom apt. vary
doae to campus tor Spring aamaator Karhy
352-3027

OH

Paa>aiaa Fin. I in E. Court limn
Imporl Night-Wednoeday and Saturday 5-1
PI KAPP Greg ABons
Rngaig si "New Veer, in November" with you
was so much fun. Thanka tor making Saturday
ao apodal. You PI Kappa are great chaw
dancers' Have a beautiful day JurVor'lova.
Maryroee
SKI JACKSON HOLE WITH UAO
JAN. 3-11, '17
mr INCLUDES: TRANSPORTATION, ACCOMO0ATK3NS, PARTIES, CONCERT. LIFT
TICKETSSIN
ALSO AVAnjkBLE:
SDH SKI RENTAL DISCOUNT
tOS ClOTMSNQ PURCHASE DISCOUNT
AT VIKING SKI SHOP-TOLEDO
SMN UP IN UAO OFFICE. JRO FLOOR UNION
SKW UP IN NOVEMSER TO IE ELKMsUE TO
Was A OsFT CERTSJICATE FROM SUNDANCE.
SKH
SKI CLUIII
SKI ClUI MEkasERSIII
Pick-up your Raffle rickets al maaOng tonight'
Party tor msnibeiB at Scott's, Sol. Nov. 8.
Meeting tonight 7 30 070 Overman
The Srotnera ol PI KAPPA ALPHA Congratulato Irother Mart Jactaon on Na tlrst
prolaaatonal goal wtth the Tolado Prkta. Go
l>*as.OaSTkJalii
The sauera of Alpha Phi.
W. rwd a great oma carving punpkme wtth you
How about a turkey stuff thai monVYrTha
Brothers of Dana Upaaon
TO MY HOT HOCKEY PLAYER!
BETTER LATE THAN NEVERI HAVE A SENSATIONAL SEASON"1 IF YOU'RE REALLY
GOOD-YOU'LL GET THE JELLYF1SHMI YKWI
LOVE YOU
To my LI" KAREN SLOVAK
Today Is the day
That you turn 10
It's time lo drink hssvty
And mass a big acene.
Now don t be emoarraaeed
Gat shy and turn away,
if 9 a perfect excuse
For acting fNe way
So cheers to my Ms,
My best Pi Phi are
May your B-day be an evening
Of shear drunksn BUSSI

Female roommale needed for Spring
Haven House Apia on Wooatsr Contact Law
364-2321.
Looking tor one lamest roomate to ahara nice
2-bedroom apartment on Firth Street Depoaa
steady paid Cal 353-3518
NONSMOKING FEMALE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. MCE. 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS CALL
MARIE 354-2234
One male needed to sublease Haven Houee
Apt tor Spring Semeeter Cal 353-2808
Seeking one female roommate to nailaaaa apt.
wtth 3 other gala Close to campus, rent $640 a
a. Cal 353-6810
•rented 1 six to eight loot sofa Good condition If possible Need for dorm room
ry Cal Chne and Greg 372-1088
WANTED; FEMALE TO SUBLET A NICE. UKE
HOME APARTMENT FOR SPRING
SEMESTER IF INTERESTED, CALL 353-4217

HELP WANTED
S10-S500 waaldy-up maang colors' Rush
set addressed, stamped envelope
A-1
11020 Ventura. Suite 288. Dapt P3 SturJo|
Cm/ CA 91604
Earn S480 weakly- $60 par hundrec
envotopoe stuffed Guaranteed Homeworkera
needed for company protect stuffing envelopes
and aassmbang materials Sand stamped sal
addreassd envelope to JBK Maacompany. P 0
Box 25-18. CaataK. Canon*, 01310.
Homeworkera wanted now' Top Pay' Work a
Homo. No experience needed Cal Cottage Inrjuetrtee 406 360-4062 day or evening
Part-nme temporary
Must have previous landscape construction ex
penance or extensive farm background
References a must Naad immediately
352-7781 leave massage
Physical Therapy Aide-must be able to work
between 9 a.m. and 2 pm.. Mon.-Frl. Cal
Wood County Nursing Home. 8-4:30 Phone
353-8411
RN'a and LPN'a
Are you an active ready to step back into nurs
ing? Start over in a caring environment Woor.
County Nuraing Home needs a tuMmo LPN
and part-time RN Cal 1-353-8411 between
Bam- 4:30pm.

Thinks for apendtog New veers Eva with met I
had a great BmalDZ love and mine. Jusa
Friends el the Dael Community
Maaang Tonight B oopm
2nd floor lounga Prout Hal
Quaet epoeker Mate Barry

ATTN: ALL USO MEMBERS AND COMMITTEE
laTaasTReTlaiiiliilisi Happy Hours from 8-8 at
Rocky Roccoco'a on Frt Nov. 7l|t

Green Army trenencoat with a read yo-yo In the
pocket 38 rag. Belonged to grandfather ft
found bring to 3 Mooney Thank you.

Confused on how to
get job experience?

HOUNO - MHH HUNTER
Lara oat together and blow - you're an
awaaoma eeeet to BG tootbal Ptaaaa gat In
touch - Ramamoer - I get a eeeeon ticket lor
DaaasKrazy Karen

Bmy!
I eppiauasSJ the "brooierty ahection reelry It
was lots ol turn Thank you for bringing m tna
New Year wHh ma. DZIove and espeewfy mme
Lori PS lhan» tor sitting on my fast
ISorry Bear I couldn't realall

aasjsTuns cmasTiAia

The Little Shop
(University Union)
will be closed

Avoid Work-at-Home Schema. They do not
mast the Bettor Bualnaaa Bureaus standaros n
you am unsurs shout a po. cal tna Student
Csaauaisr Uaaan

GROOVY RECORDS
426 E WCOSTER (BEHIND DAIRY MART)
MON SAT 11-8

Looking forward to our
Ranoavoua In Jackson Hot.!

FOR SALE
Uhensn's
STUDENT SAVINGS SPECTACULAR
ON TOURS. FRI S SAT BRING
IN ORANGE DISCOUNT CARD AND
RECEIVE SS.00 OFF
ITS YOU ITS UWOOE
rrSUHLMAN-S

'77 Saab, Modal 00. beige color, front wheel
rjrtve. Cal Dave 352-7801 or 372-7515
$1500
1078 Grand Lsmana 1 owner-drtver. AC.
power steer. AM-FM, rebuet carb new front

brae. SI 60 or beef oner 372-8404
"ft met ooaan't matter-FootbeT
Be mars

1S82 LE CAR EXCELLENT CONDITION
MILEAGE-28.000 AC AM-FM. 4 SPEED
CALL 1-365-4869 AFTER 5 P.M

"Tako your rjonsma. ptaaao..."
to the 5th Dimension concert.Saturday
November 8 at Anderson Arena Tickets on sale
now at the Alumni Canter, or cal 2-2701 to
reeerve $5 or 58 seats

ot carspar. ftfuay aan-contsmad.
1986 30 foot
loaded Must aacrrfnJ.^53 0078

WANTED

FOR RENT

1 famela roommale needed to aublaaaa a newly
furnwhed apt for spring aamaator Close to
campus. Onry $125 par month. Cal Jenny
3523844

APT FOR RENT -SPRING SEMESTER
Spaooue 2 bedroom. 2 bath, appasnees. aS
utltlee paid except electric Gas hoot Vary
dean, good mgmt Cal 353-0733

1 tomato to lutllall apartment for Spring
Semeeter Contact Use 354-8161

Houso to lublaasa as soon as posstjls. Ctoss
to campus on Wooatsr $125 monthly Cal
3534X110

AOV
HekSneuSKI YOU THERE'

PEAVEV HERITAGE AMPLfFIEfl S426
ATARI 800XL COMPUTER. 810 DISK.ORIVE
1027 PRINTER. AND BMC MONITOR (360
CALL 372-3641

(JH)

Don't pass up
these opportunities

Love Kurt
Hey AJfsltaThanka tor a tun time at the "Danes of the
Dead '' Looking forward to mor a greet times
ahead Love. Pete
HOCKEY NIGHT IN BOWLING GREEN
LASATT'S HAT TRICK SPECIALS
BEFORE-DURING-AFTER EVERY FALCON
GAME
POLLYEYES PIZ2A-440 E. COURT-152-BIJI

1 female to aublaaaa house tor sepnng
aomsstor. ChaatH Cat Dams 382-6042.
1 Male roommate to sublease apt with 3 meles
for Snng '87 $112 50 par month Phone
353-3020 tor c

See Co-op in Action
Visit us at Careers Day
Thursday, Nov. 6
3:30-6:30 p.m.
Grand Ballroom, Student Union
Opportunities for spring internships
How to find your own
Co-op / Internship
Wednesday, Nov. 12
7:30 p.m.
Ill South Hall

Undergrade,
don't pass up
this opportunity
For more information
Coll the Co-op office 372-2451

Senior Pictures
Are Being Shot
NOW!!
Last session is now through Nov. 21
Schedule your appointment
by calling 372-8086
Seven good reasons to do it:
•Great price
•Great quality
•You're in the KEY yearbook
•You have em for family
•You have 'em for friends
•You have em for employers
•You have a good deal

Need female to ahara house Naad male to
share apartment Four month lease for 2nrj
Cal 352 7366
SUBLEASE 1 bedroom apartment for Soring
'87. Cuktt building perfect lor gred student or!
seniors $220-mo S uW John. 353-2826
Sublaaee lor Spring Semeeter
One BerJroom-Furneihod
$290 par month plus electric
Fourth and Ugh St
Cal John 372-1077
Tubtaoaul Large one bedroom unlurnlahed
spsftl'noiil Tenant pays atactoc only Pool' Cal
Mfte or Bath 362-0292
WANTED 1 or 2 people to aublet a spacious 1
badrrom apt. tor spring semester Quiet,
CLOSE TO CAMPUS, wood Itoors, unajrrestk
sd. $225-month past unities Cal I
353-1650 or 372-6432

COOP CORNER
Coma to the Exploring Placement opportunrtlae
on Thuraday. November 6.3 30-6 30 pm In the
Grand BVJ Room and learn more about Spring
and Summer Co-op and internship oopon
kassesl UNDERCLASSMEN are highly ancouraged to anand1 For more Information cal
372-2461
i: "How to find your own co-op or
on Wednesday Nov
12th at
7 30-8 30 pm In 111 South Hal - NOW is the
sme to start looking for summer opecrtunrtlea
Don't Mas it Cal 372-2451 for more inlorma
Ion Bring your Co-op slogan and logo ideas to
Room 238 Admin BUg by Nov 24, 1986'AI
wemers wsl be announced in the BG News on
November 25.1086
Questions? Call
372-2461 Over $200 worth ol prizes and girta
arl be given sway-so set nowlWa can sal
mora C.8. ,Ac<X)urttlrig. Procurement S Producscm Management. Marketing I Salsa students
for Spring Semeeter Cat 372-2451 EARN A
FUTURE WHILE YOU EARN A DEGREE'

4

Be a pan ol a really
great yearbook
Help make this the best senior section ever!

Nov. 15

\

